READING
Remember to read 3-4 times a week. Ask
an adult to write in your reading journal.

PHONICS
Don’t forget to practise your phase 3
sounds weekly. Remember those harder
to read and spell words too!

MATHS
Practice recognising and placing your
numbers 1 – 20 in order. Count from 1-20.

Literacy Task 1

Number Task 1

Find a new sea themed story and predict what you

Play a dice board game with a friend or your

think might happen by looking at the front cover

family. Make sure you can say the number shown

and reading only a couple of pages. Read your

on the dice without counting!

story with an adult. Was your prediction right?

Try and use a dice with dots to practise your
subitising.

Literacy Task 2
How many under the sea animals can you think of
in 2 minutes? Time yourself and write a list of all

Number Task 2
What is under the water?

the animals you can think of before time is up!
Don’t forget to segment it out carefully.

Literacy Task 3
Write a letter to your new teacher telling them
about yourself. You might want to include: what
you like doing in school, what your favourite things
are (food, drink, sport etc), who your best friends
are and who is in your family.

Topic Task 1
Talk to an adult about how to stay safe around
water and how we could look after the seas.
Design a poster to share how to stay safe around
water OR how to look after our seas.

Make some doubles with everyday items around
your house. Get a number of objects (no more
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than 6) and put them in front of a mirror. How
many can you see now?

This is your pick and mix homework. You must
complete the blue essentials every week. Then

Number Task 3

complete one of the other activities of your
choice each week and upload your work on

Help George make 10 objects

TEAMS in Assignments. It will be checked

in the museum

weekly by a member of staff by Friday.

https://pbskids.org/curiousgeorge/
busyday/ten/

Topic Task 2

Topic task 3

Imagine you have found a magic shell. This shell

Create an under the sea picture or model. You

will grant you 1 wish. Draw and write about what

could use a paper plate, a shoebox or go outside

you would wish for.

and make a pond with real water. What will you
use to make the animals and plants out of?

